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Marilyn Michalanney - Laptop and Coaching
Alexander Nesterov - Course for Bushcraft
Deeplove Bhandar - Laptop and Course
Kittatam Saisaard - Coaching
Lachlan Hall – Laptop and Tutoring

SCHOLARSHIP OVERVIEW
Youth Opportunities aim is to empower young people by giving
them the skills and tools to become leaders in their lives, build
resilience and thrive. Youth Opportunities Personal Leadership
Program is delivered to year 10 students across South Australia.
The program focuses on setting and achieving goals, increasing
motivation and future direction, increasing positive
communication skills, developing confidence and cultivating
long-term happiness.
This year Youth Opportunities launched a scholarship program,
open to students who have completed the Personal Leadership
Program, to help them achieve further study or work-related
goals.
In 2017, a total of 27 young people were awarded scholarships.
Five recipients received the Kain Foundation Northern
Opportunities Scholarship

The Northern Opportunities Scholarship has allowed me to build on the foundations laid out
during the Personal Leadership Program. This includes gaining a better self-esteem and increased
confidence in social activities
Kittatam Saisard
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STUDENT QUOTES
The scholarship will help me to reach my personal goals because I now have
everything I need. The laptop will be very useful as our school is switching
to technology-based learning. I have been very curious about learning
psychology and will use the extra funds supplied to me to purchase books
to support me in that direction.
Deeplove Bhandari

The Northern Opportunities Scholarship has allowed me to build on the
foundations laid out during the Personal Leadership Program. This
includes gaining a better self-esteem and increased confidence in social
activities.
Kittatam Saisard

Tutoring has really helped me reach my full potential in physics and maths. It
has improved my day to day life by taking the stress off my shoulders.
Lachlan Hall

I am extremely honoured to have received a scholarship. It is more than getting a
laptop, it’s proof that I am succeeding in my life and I the belief that I can go
further in the future. It shows me that being a personal leader is paying off and I
will keep striving to be the best person I can be.
Marilyn Michalanney
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